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DISCLAIMER 
 
 
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibil-

ity for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or proc-

ess disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference 

herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manu-

facturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, 

or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and opinions of 

authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Govern-

ment or any agency thereof. 

 

This Technical Assessment was prepared with the support of the U.S. Department of Energy, 

under Award No. DE-FC26-02NT41664.  Any opinions, findings conclusions or recommenda-

tions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 

DOE. 
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TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT FOR 

DOWNHOLE VIBRATION MONITORING & CONTROL SYSTEM 
CONTRACT NO. DE-FC26-02NT41664 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The objective of this project is to develop an autonomous downhole system to monitor the vibra-
tion induced by the process of drilling oil and gas wells, and use these measurements to control 
an active vibration damper (AVD).  The overall system is called the Downhole Vibration Moni-
toring and Control System, or DVMCS.  Use of the DVMCS will significantly reduce the vibra-
tion of at the bit and through the entire bottomhole assembly (BHA).  This, in turn, will provide 
significant improvements in the efficiency of the drilling process through several mechanisms: 
 

● By keeping the bit from bouncing, the drilling process can proceed 100% of the time, 
rather than intermittently. 

● By adjusting the stiffness of the damper, the weight actually applied to the bit (WOB) can 
be maintained in the optimal range, enhancing the efficiency of drilling, and increasing 
the rate of penetration (ROP). 

● By reducing the harmful effects of shock and vibration in the drillstring, the AVD will 
reduce the likelihood of costly failures of components including drill bits, motors, and 
expensive measurement-while-drilling (MWD) systems. 

 
This report considers the current technologies that are used to control vibration, a description of 
the underlying technology used in the DVMCS, a search of the literature and patents in the field, 
and some overall conclusions regarding the anticipated value of this effort. 
 
BACKGROUND & CURRENT TECHNOLOGY 
 
The current methods of controlling bit bounce and vibration may be grouped into two categories: 
surface and downhole.   
 
The surface approach relies upon the driller to vary the rotational speed (RPM) and weight-on-bit 
(WOB) to reduce the vibration.  The simplest means relies on the driller’s ‘feel’ of the brake to 
monitor vibration and, although somewhat individualistic and  idiosyncratic, it has been fairly 
effective in many areas.  There are also more sophisticated systems that use accelerometers and 
other devices to sense downhole vibrations at the surface, or look for variations in the applied 
torque as an indicator of “stick-slip” effects.  More recently, automated drilling systems have 
been introduced to control the surface drilling parameters to optimize drilling.1  The surface 
measurement systems may be complemented by tools designed to monitor downhole shock and 
vibration parameters and relay them to the surface via measurement-while-drilling (MWD) 
technology.2  The difficulty with this approach, particularly in extended reach or horizontal 
drilling,  is that changing parameters at the surface may not have the desired (or any) effect at the 
bit.  The accumulated effect of drillstring drag against the borehole walls, stabilizer hang-up, 
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buoyancy, etc., may effectively decouple the bit from the surface.  All of these make effective 
control of the drilling process problematical. 
 
The most common downhole solution to drilling vibration is the installation of a shock sub in the 
bottomhole assembly (BHA).  These are essentially shock absorbers which can help mitigate the 
effects of drilling vibration under certain conditions.  Their primary purpose is to protect equip-
ment that is mounted above them, rather than decrease vibration at the bit.  A further limitation 
on these devices is that they are designed to work well at particular rotation rates and WOB.  
Under other conditions, they can resonate and exacerbate the vibration problem, rather than 
alleviate it.3 
 
In summary, all the current means of intervention are essentially passive systems or require 
operator intervention. These include a number of means to measure bit bounce and vibration 
downhole and some even include systems to transmit the data to the surface4.  There are also 
downhole systems to dampen shock in known, specific environments (shock subs.)  Finally, 
there is the traditional recourse of the driller’s skill at detecting adverse conditions through the 
feel of the brake and making intuitive changes to the perceived conditions. All these methods 
provide some level of relief in particular environments; none works everywhere and none is 
universally applicable.   
 
The DVMCS offers the first approach that will monitor downhole vibration and act to reduce it 
in an autonomous closed-loop system without intervention from the surface. 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE DVMCS 
 
The underlying technology of the AVD component of the DVMCS is widely used on the surface.   
Several devices use magnetorheological fluids (MRF) to vary the parameters of shock absorbers 
and suspensions.  MR fluid consists of a suspension of fine iron particles in a fluid, which is 
generally oil.  Under normal circumstances, these particles have a small or negligible effect on 
the properties of the oil.  Upon the application of a magnetic field, however, the particles ag-
glomerate into long strings along the magnetic flux lines.  These macroscopic assemblages 
greatly resist any fluid flow, and significantly increase the viscosity of the fluid.  (As in all such 
processes, there is a saturation condition, and the viscosity vs. field curve displays the classical 
hysteresis shape.  The transition in either direction is essentially instantaneous (~ 1 msec).  As a 
result, an MRF damper can react very promptly to any change in conditions. 
 
MRF dampers are use in a number of applications, ranging from earthquake damage prevention5 
to automobile suspensions6.  The present downhole use of this technology is unique, and is pro-
tected by a U.S. Patent obtained by APS Technology7. 
 
The feedback circuit to control the AVD will be based on one or more measurements taken 
downhole.  The laboratory prototypes included a variety of sensors, including accelerometers (at 
the bit and above the AVD), displacement sensors to measure the absolute movement of the 
AVD and the relative motion of its two halves, and a load cell for measuring the force applied to 
the bit.  Of these the most useful and practical sensor for controlling the AVD appears to be an 
LVDT (Linear Variable Displacement Transformer) to measure the relative displacement of the 
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inner and outer halves of the AVD.  The instantaneous motion is an indicator of the magnitude 
and frequency of the vibration.  By integrating motion to give a rough absolute position meas-
urement, the WOB can be inferred as well.  This feedback system will be evaluated in the field 
trials. 
 
LITERATURE & PATENT SEARCH 
 
A search was performed on the Society of Petroleum Engineers “e-Library” 
(http://spe.org/spe/jsp/basic/0,2396,1104_1561_0,00.html ) for papers regarding downhole vibra-
tion.  While this collection is by no means exhaustive, it includes all papers published in SPE 
journals or presented at its general meetings and special topical symposia.  It is highly unlikely 
that any significant technology could be introduced into the petroleum industry without its ap-
pearing somewhere in this index. 
 
The search yielded 33 papers, of which about 15 were unique and relevant.  (Often a paper is 
presented at more than one conference, or appears later in one of the refereed journals.)  The 
earliest reference to a downhole vibration monitoring system was in 19888.  A number of others, 
in addition to those cited above, describe methods for combining downhole measurements with 
surface ones to optimize the drilling process.  A few of these papers do so in ‘real time’ (e.g., 
every two minutes or so) using data transmitted to the surface via MWD signals9,10.  No closed-
loop downhole system has been described. 
 
In addition, a search of the U.S. Patent database was performed.  This was also not intended to be 
an exhaustive search, since such a search was performed at the time of the original patent appli-
cation.  Again, while there were many devices used to detect downhole vibrations and shock11, 
none was found that actively controls them downhole. 
 
APPLICATIONS 
 
Model calculations have shown that the use of the DVMCS can provide significant increases in 
ROP, particularly in hard rock drilling where the vibrations are most severe.  The most attractive 
area for use of this system is in deep drilling, since the benefits of improved penetration rates and 
longer bit runs increase significantly when round trip times become very large.  Once proven, 
however, we believe that the benefits of the DVMCS will more than justify its use over a wide 
range of drilling operations.   
 
Overall, by reducing the costs and time required to drill deep wells, the DVMCS will make the 
economics of deep drilling more attractive. This will enable the exploitation of deep reserves that 
may not be feasible today. 
 

http://spe.org/spe/jsp/basic/0,2396,1104_1561_0,00.html
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Downhole Vibration Monitoring and Control System, through its use of a unique active 
vibration damper utilizing magnetorheological fluids, offers the possibility of significant cost and 
time reductions in drilling.  This is particularly true in deep drilling in hard rock.  Initial labora-
tory testing has shown the feasibility of this approach, and field tests, scheduled for 2005, should 
demonstrate its effectiveness in the true drilling environment. 
 
No prior art has been located which would preclude the development and protection of this 
technology.   We anticipate significant interest in it from the oilfield service industry and their 
customers, the oil and gas exploration and production companies. 
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